Wi' a hundred pipers

unknown

F C7 F Am Bb

Wi' a hundred pipers an' a' an' a wi' a hundred pipers an'

G7 Bb G7 C7 F

a' an' a' well up an' gie them a blow a blow wi' a

Am C7 Bb F F7 Bb

hundred pipers an' a' an' a' O its owre the border a wa' a wa' it's

F Dm7 G7 C7 F Am

owre the border a wa' a wa' we'll on an' we'll march to

Dm Bb F C7 Bb F F F C7

Carlisle ha' wi' its yetts its castle an' a' an' a' Wi' a hundred pipers an'

F Am Bb G7 C7 F F7

a' an' a' Wi' a hundred pipers an' a' an' a' we'll up an' gie them a

Bb G7 F C7 Bb F Bb F

blaw a blow wi' a hundred pipers an' a' an' a' wi' a' an' a'